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La Moda Photo Booths Recommends DNP Printers
to Ensure High-Quality Photo Memories for Event Guests
“We recommend DNP printers because not only are they indestructible,
but they quickly produce high-quality images that dry immediately that
leave event guests blown away.”
La Moda Photo Booths, a photo booth manufacturing
and design company created by professional
photographers, guarantees an unmatched photo
booth experience–offering not only booths that look
and work great, but also booths that produce the
highest-quality photos. La Moda caters to anyone
interested in the business, from DJ companies to large
name brands, to people starting off in the industry for
the very first time, designing booths to fit any type of
event including weddings, brand activations,
corporate events, bar mitzvahs and more. The booths
are built in the USA, sold worldwide, and have a sleek,
modern design that can be customized to match any
brand or aesthetic. The company also manufactures
different types of photo booths, including enclosed,
open, GIF, roaming and green screen photo booths.
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DS-RX1HS™

For the highest quality output, La Moda recommends photo booth operators pair its booths
with DNP Imagingcomm America Corporation (DNP IAM) printing technology to ensure the
best quality photo print, and it even offers printer bundles with DNP printers including the
DS-RX1HS and the DS620A.
“The image quality that we guarantee is what sets us apart from other photo booth companies,”
said Joe Costa, Creative Director, La Moda Photo Booths. “A huge part of that relies on the
quality of the photo printer. We recommend DNP printers because not only are they
indestructible, but they quickly produce high-quality images that dry immediately
that leave event guests blown away.”
The DNP DS-RX1HS offers a large print capacity, durable design
and high-speed output which make it easy for photo booth
operators to provide prints quickly without having to sacrifice on
quality. The DNP DS620A offers a wide selection of image sizes and
can produce smudge-free 4”x6” images in less than nine seconds
and 5”x7” images in 15 seconds so photo booth operators can
offer event guests a variety of print options in moments.
“This industry tends to be going more and more digital, and our
iPad style booths are great for social media purposes, but I am
always for the print,” said Costa. “The print is king – it’s what got
me into this business. It is so special to take a print home with you
and keep it somewhere that every time you look will remind you
of the event and the memories you made.”
For more information on DNP IAM, please visit
dnpphoto.com/en-us/

/DNPPhotoPrinting
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